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Learning in a Small/Big World

ABSTRACT:   
Complexity and l imited abil ity have profound
effect on how we learn and make decisions
under uncertainty. Using the theory of f inite
automaton to model belief formation, this paper
studies the characteristics of optimal learning
behavior in small  and big worlds, where the
complexity of the environment is low and high,
respectively,  relative to the cognitive abil ity of
the decision maker. Optimal behavior is well
approximated by the Bayesian benchmark in
very small  world but is more different as the
world gets bigger. In addition, in big worlds, the
optimal learning behavior could exhibit a wide
range of well-documented non-Bayesian learning
behavior,  including the use of heuristics,
correlation neglect,  persistent over-confidence,
inattentive learning, and other behaviors of
model simplif ication or misspecif ication. These
results establish a clear and testable
relationship among the prominence of non-
Bayesian learning behavior,  complexity,  and
cognitive abil ity.
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His research mainly focuses onHis research mainly focuses on

understanding how individuals makeunderstanding how individuals make

inferences and decisions with limitedinferences and decisions with limited

cognitive ability, and the mechanismcognitive ability, and the mechanism

behind different behavioral anomalies.behind different behavioral anomalies.
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public policies.public policies.
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